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HOME GUARDS & HOME-MADE WEAPONS

In the ranks of the Home Guard arc many inventors - men who in the few

leisure hours that their Home Guard duties permit them experiment with new

types of weapons and bombs that they would like to make for their own use.

Some, having perfected what they consider to be really good offensive

weapons, would like to seek the aid of the local resources or oven the village
blacksmith. "Why", they ask, "should we not be allowed to make a few of these

weapons for our own village?"

Initiative such as this, typical of the Home Guard, is not frowned upon

by the War Office. It is in fact appreciated. Suggestions for new inventions

are welcomed by the Director of Scientific Research whose address is ministry
of Supply, Adelphi House, W.C.2.

But - Horne Guards who press for the manufacture and use by their own

unit of a particular weapon they have invented are not, the War Office point
out to-day, aware of the complications that would be involved.

"Rejection of suggestions for the manufacture of a home-made weapon,

which at first sight seems practical and of use to the Home Guard, is due not

to lack of interest, or conservatism, or even to bias in favour of standard

weapons" the War Office state in a circular to the Home Guard; "it is

dictated simply by the knowledge that the manufacture of large quantities
of a particular newweapon must inevitably be a serious drain on the nation’s

resources of labour and materials, which are already severely strained.

"Because of the need of conserving materials and making the best and

most of available man-power, production of a new weapon must be directed

centrally and with full regard for the effect it will have on the requirements

not only of the Home Guard but of all the three fighting services".

As an example of this need the War Office mention that a single new

weapon now in production for the Home Guard will consume all available stocks

of one type of high explosive for some time to come.

That is one reason why the repeated requests from Home Guards in the

mining districts, for instance, for permission to make home-made weapons

involving explosives have to be reluctantly turned down.

Even to permit the village blacksmith to make a few weapons for his

own Home Guard unit from metal on the local dump would not be in the national

interest; for this metal, unused for the moment, is all earmarked and will

have to be duly allotted.

Finally, and most important of all, the War Office point out in

their circular, all home-made weapons may not be fully efficient. An example

of this is the "home-made armoured car", which in many cases would be a

death-trap in battle.
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